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Extent: 1 box

Arthur Conan Doyle (1859 – 1930). British writer

Stories by Conan Doyle
The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes I - XXIV as published in the Strand Magazine 1891 – 1893
The Croxley Master Parts I – III as published in the Strand Magazine October - December 1899
The Lord of Chateau Noir published the Strand Magazine VIII 1899
The Medal of Brigadier Gerard. Strand Magazine VIII 1894
The Exploits of Brigadier Gerard I – IV, VI -VII. Strand Magazine 1895
The Recollections of Captain Wilkie Parts I & II Chambers’s Journal No 577 & 578 Vol XII January 19 & January 26 1895
Uncle Barnac: a Memory of the Empire Chapter X & XI [began January 8] Manchester Weekly Times Supplement Friday February 19 1897

Articles about Conan Doyle/Sherlock Holmes
‘Portraits of Celebrities’, The Strand Magazine [1891 or later]
‘Artists of ‘The Strand Magazine” featuring Sidney Paget, illustrator of the Holmes stories
‘A Day with Dr Conan Doyle’ by Harry How. Strand Magazine Vol IV 1892 [2 copies]
‘The Making of Sherlock Holmes’, A.M. in The Young Man December 1900
‘Sherlock: A Study in the science of sleuthing’, Frances Donnelly Radio Times 5-11 December 1987
‘Return of Sherlock Holmes – appearance on television screen’ Times article [illegible - 1961?] 

Miscellaneous
Sherlock Holmes Society dinner menu/programme 1971 & 1974
Sherlock Holmes Exhibition leaflet 22 May – 22 September 1951
‘Oxford Bookmarker’ The Sherlock Holmes Society of London

Bookmarks/advertisements for books/order forms – various

A Workshop of Sherlock Holmes, leaflet The Johns Hopkins University June 1978
Metropolitan Toronto Library Sherlock Holmes Centenary programmes and article.

Leaflet: Motel-Dancing Sherlock Holmes Meiringen
1895 Calendar published for 1963 [Easter & Whitsun dates coincide]

William Gillette as Sherlock Holmes – photographs published by R H Russell New York
Badge ‘Welcome Week ’76 Your clue to the U September 21-27
Conan Doyle Teller of Tales, John Murray publisher’s advertisement

See also entries for Doyle, Arthur Conan (including theatre programmes) in the John
Johnson Collection online catalogue